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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 

Long considered as a minority and less visible, women now represent more than half of French immigration. 

Having arrived first by family reunification, they tend today and since the 1980s and 1990s to migrate by their 

own means, often in emergency in order to offer a better future to their children, flee poverty or a country at 

war, study or find a job. Despite this evolution, there is still a refusal to see them as autonomous women, 

migrating on their own initiative. French society still tends to see them as family carers, who at best will work in 

personal services even though they are more and more qualified and on the labour market. 

Our focus group brought together five immigrant women mainly from South America and North Africa between 

the ages of 20 and 40, students, job seekers, volunteers or currently working. We are thinking of potentially 

working with women in this age group, mainly from sub-Saharan Africa and currently in migrant women's 

shelters as this is a population to which we will be able to have access. 

The women we interviewed were able to highlight conflict resolution strategies using both internal and 

external resources. For example, with regard to internal resources, they stressed the importance of daring, 

having self-confidence about knowledge and skills, but not forgetting that it is okay to be afraid. For external 

resources, they highlighted the valuable help of associations, but also of peers, the friendly and family network 

but also the network they have managed to build. 

The women interviewed are graduates or trained, have experience and knowledge and speak several 

languages. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

DESK RESEARCH  
 
PART A – General data and brief history 
 

1) History and vision of the immigration 
 
France is the oldest immigration country in Europe. By the second half of the 19th century, mass 
immigration had filled labor shortages. Immigration was initially border (German, Belgian) and then 
diversified at the end of the 19th century, and even more after the First World War, to meet the country's 
reconstruction needs. Today, the migratory landscape has become considerably more diverse. 
 
In 2014, France had 6 million immigrants (INSEE, 2018). In fact, in 1975, the authorization of family 
reunification encouraged the formation of families and the sustainable settlement of populations of 
foreign origin. Thus, the average age of Ile-de-France immigrants increased from 42.9 years in 1999 to 
45.1 years in 2013. One in five immigrants is over 60 years old in 20131. As in France, this population 
continues to increase with 106 women per 100 men in 2013 in Île-de-France, whereas there were fewer 
women than men in 1999.  
 
In France, 90% of migrants who arrived in the last five years live in urban areas (Brutel, 2016). In 2015, the 
increasing arrival of so-called vulnerable immigrants triggered a significant solidarity on the part of 
Parisians. Yet the question of immigration still divides the French people (OECD, 2018). Indeed, only 33% 
of French people believe that the arrival of migrants can have economic and financial potential, while 59% 
believe that France does not have sufficient capacity to welcome new immigrants to its territory (IFOP, 
2016). To the question "It is our country's duty to welcome migrants fleeing war", 46% of respondents 
answered "no" in 2015, according to an IFOP survey.   
 
On 19 December 2018, the "Global Pact for Safe Migration" was ratified in Marrakech, which will be a 
basis for pointing out violations of migrants' rights in signatory countries, particularly in France! This pact, 
organized by the United Nations, aims, among other things, to improve cooperation on international 
migration, to promote a positive approach to migration, and should help protect the most vulnerable: 
climate migrants, women and children2. This pact is a soft law instrument, which is not accompanied by 
constraints but has a symbolic value, by setting recommendations for changing behaviour. Countries, 
even signatories, will be able to pursue policies that are contrary to the Pact without incurring sanctions. 
More than 180 countries will adopt this pact. And even if countries have withdrawn from it (including the 
United States, Hungary, Austria, Poland, the Czech Republic, Bulgaria, Brazil...) it is an opportunity to 
reaffirm the fundamental rights of migrants, and to change perceptions of the migration issue3.   
 
 
 
 
 

                                                             
1 https://www.insee.fr/fr/statistiques/3136640  
2 article 15, g) “Il (le pacte) intègre la problématique femmes-hommes et promeut l’égalité des sexes et 
l’autonomisation de toutes les femmes et les filles, en insistant sur leur indépendance, leur capacité d’action et 
leur esprit d’initiative, de façon à ce que les migrantes cessent d’être considérées avant tout comme des 
victimes” (Ibid)  
3 https://rcf.fr/la-matinale/le-pacte-mondial-sur-les-migrations-marrakech - Certaines associations en revanche 
trouvent que ce pacte ne va pas assez loin et ne propose pas de réelles améliorations ou changement  



 
 

 

 

           2)  The labor market in France and Europe 
 
With regard to the labour market, it should be noted that in many EU countries, some vulnerable groups 
of immigrants such as refugees can take 15 years or more, on average, to reach an employment rate 
similar to that of the native-born. In the labour market, ten times more immigrant women than native-
born women work in personal services in the EU. And 36% of immigrant women are overqualified for the 
jobs they hold, compared to 22% of native-born women (and 31% of immigrant men)4.  

The unemployment rate for immigrants (17.5% in 2016) is higher than that of the descendants of 
immigrants (14.3%) and significantly higher than that of persons unrelated to immigration (8.6%) (INSEE, 
2018).  Employment is an essential aspect of the integration process. It is not only the main source of 
income for migrants, but also contributes to their integration by facilitating their access to adequate 
housing and interaction with native-born residents.  
 
Immigrants are increasingly skilled: in OECD countries, almost a quarter have at least one university 
degree5. Women outnumber men in this category precisely in countries where the vast majority of them 
are in jobs for which they are overqualified and where they are increasingly involved in domestic service. 
Immigrant and immigrant women, like men, fill jobs that are essential to the development of society, 
often neglected by those who previously occupied them. 
 

       3) Integration policy  
 
Looking back historically, French integration policy is based on the principle of equality. This implies equal 
treatment for each individual regardless of ethnicity or religion and avoids certain policies aimed at 
particular groups. (Escalfré-Dublet, 2016). In practice, it was not until the 1980s that French decision-
makers began to address the issue of migrant integration. An official definition was developed in the 
1990s under the direction of the High Council for Integration. Currently, there is no ministry for migration 
and integration. It is the Ministry of the Interior that deals with this issue as well as national security 
issues. The Republican Integration Contract (CRI), set up for foreign "newcomers" (five years on the 
territory), has also been managed since 2009 by the Ministry of the Interior. The DGEF is responsible for 
the reception and integration of foreign residents as well as national budgetary programmes. For 
example, between 2017 and 2018, it rose from 240 million euros to 283 million euros. (OECD, 20186). 
 
In terms of integration, within the European Union, only 57% of immigrant women work compared to 
63% of women born in the host country. In France, this difference is even greater and reaches 14 points. 
Similarly, many more (10 times more) work in personal service (Ibid).  
 
In February 2018, a parliamentary report (Taché Report7) highlighted the absence of a comprehensive 
integration policy for migrants and provided for an "ambitious and demanding public integration policy" 
through 72 proposals for an integrated response to the integration of migrants at national level. Taché's 
proposal for a national foreign integration policy addresses three key elements: (1) the multidimensional 
approach to the integration of migrants; (2) increasing political capacities with new financial capacities for 
the integration of migrants; (3) improving and clarifying the governance framework for the integration of 
migrants with an emphasis on multi-level and multi-stakeholder governance of migrant integration.  
 

                                                             
4https://www.rtl.be/info/monde/europe/asile-et-migration-les-femmes-immigrees-a-la-traine-de-l-integration-
selon-un-rapport-ocde-ue-1083610.aspx 
5 Morokvasic, M. (2011). L'(in)visibilité continue. Cahiers du Genre, 51,(2), 25-47.  
6 OECD (2018), Working Together for Local Integration of Migrants and Refugees in Paris, OECD Publishing, 
Paris. 
7 http://aurelientache.fr/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/72-propositions-pour-lint%C3%A9gration.pdf  



 
 

 

The Prefecture of Île-de-France is the delegated authority of the central State in Île-de-France and 
supervises a wide range of public services provided by the national government at the local level. The 
prefecture is responsible for housing and temporary accommodation in the Île-de-France region. In 
addition to the prefecture, the State is also represented by the police prefecture for all matters of security 
and territorial integrity in the department of Paris and in three other departments of Île-de-France. The 
Police Prefecture is the city's direct partner in all operations relating to public security and population 
registration. It is also responsible for issuing residence permits (identity cards, residence permits, 
naturalisations, etc.) (OECD, 2018). 

Civil society associations and organisations have traditionally been very strong actors in the integration of 
migrants in Paris (Safi, 2014). Parisian associations and representations of national and international 
associations are numerous and very active, either independently or in partnership with the city in all 
stages of the reception and integration of migrants and refugees. They provide support in many areas: 
legal and life orientation (APTM, Secours Catholique, Cimade), food aid and clothing distribution (Les 
Restos du Coeur, Red Cross), health support, language training, etc. The characteristics, history and size of 
civil society associations and organizations are very diverse, ranging from small neighbourhood collectives 
to well-established national NGOs. It is worth noting the high number of platforms, online tools and 
innovative third sector companies that have emerged since 2015 to respond to refugee arrivals and have 
remained active since then.  

PART B – Focus on women and the local context 
1) In Paris  

 
Paris is a very diverse city with more than 150 nationalities represented (OECD, 2018). Among them, the 
greatest Parisian nationalities are: Algeria, China, Portugal, Morocco, Italy. The municipality reported that 
over the past two years, migrants arriving in Paris have mainly come from Afghanistan, Democratic 
Republic of Congo, Eritrea, Somalia, Sudan, Mali, as well as Chechnya, Georgia and Ukraine.  
 
The great diversity of Francilian origins, covering almost all the countries of the world8, illustrates the 
cosmopolitan nature of the region. However, France's colonial history and geographical proximity largely 
determine the main origins represented. Half of the Ile-de-France immigrants were born in Africa, 27% in 
Europe and 18% in Asia. The share of immigrants of European origin has halved since 1982: they 
accounted for one in two immigrants at that time. Algeria has become the leading country of origin for 
immigrants living in the Île-de-France region (295,000 people), ahead of Portugal (243,000) and Morocco 
(233,000). Tunisia comes next with a workforce twice as small (112,000). Four out of ten immigrants have 
acquired French nationality, a proportion that remained stable between 2008 and 2013.  
  

In Paris, immigration is a central element of the city's productive system: migrants are the lifeblood of 
Paris and Parisians. In 2013, 2,206,000 Ile-de-France residents were immigrants, representing 18.5% of 
the regional population, a proportion twice as high as in metropolitan France. The capital region has four 
out of ten immigrants living in France, with an over-representation of the most highly educated and 
immigrants of distant origin. As a result, Ile-de-France ranks first among the regions with the highest 
number of immigrants, ahead of Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur (10.2%) and Auvergne - Rhône-Alpes (9.0%) 
(Ibid).  

 

In 2013, 20% of Ile-de-France immigrants reside in Paris. However, for more than 40 years, a clear 
redistribution of the immigrant population has been taking place from the capital to the northern 

                                                             
8 Insee Analyses Île-de-France n° 70 - Octobre 2017  



 
 

 

suburbs, and secondarily to the departments of Val-d'Oise, Essonne, Seine-et-Marne and Val-de-Marne. 
This unequal distribution of the immigrant population across the country is reflected in a much higher 
presence in Seine-Saint-Denis, where nearly three out of ten inhabitants are immigrants (29%), while only 
one in eight live in Seine-et-Marne or in the Yvelines. In Paris and the Val-de-Marne, one in five 
inhabitants is an immigrant. This trend towards spatial grouping of immigrants observed over the medium 
term is mainly the result of migration and housing policies and the selective functioning of the real estate 
market.   

The most geographically grouped immigrants are found among both the "wealthiest" and the most 
modest origins: Japan, United States, Canada, Switzerland, on the one hand, China, Turkey, Pakistan, on 
the other (INSEE, 2017). 

 

What about women? 

           2) The place of migrant women in France 
 
After immigration, which was predominantly male and often less visible until the 1970s, women began to 
take an increasingly important place in these flows. (INSEE, 2018). In 1861, women already accounted for 
42.4% of total migration, and 47.1% in 1906 (INSEE, 2001). In 2014, 51% of immigrants are women. Thus, 
today in France, more than half of all migrants are female migrants! First by family reunification, today, 
and since the 1980s and 1990s, more and more of them migrate by their own means, often in an 
emergency and with children to escape a situation of war and exploitation, to study, find work, offer a 
better future to their child, etc. Thus, from the mid-1980s onwards, women migrated more and more 
often for reasons other than family reasons, for example to find a job in line with their diploma or to 
study.  
 
The proportion of female migrants is higher, particularly among European immigrants (65%) and those 
from Central Africa and the Gulf of Guinea (57%). However, as far as Turkish immigrants and Moroccan 
and Tunisian immigrants are concerned, they remain in the minority while approaching a balance. (46% 
and 48% respectively) (INSEE, 2017). 
 
In France, with regard to research on migration, French grammar did not help in their appearance in 
studies. Indeed, the neutral male established a confusion between "migration" and "male migration"9 : it 
seemed logical to propose general theories based on studies from which women were excluded and 
where the invisibility of their experiences was the rule. A vision of migration as an exclusively male 
phenomenon has emerged, marginalizing or rendering invisible certain situations in which women were 
nevertheless very present, including in the labour market.  

One bias in studies on women and migration has been that of a supposed link between empowerment 
and migration10. However, in the case of autonomous migrant women, this process of emancipation has, 
in many cases, already contributed to the decision to migrate, and the many structural constraints linked 
to the harshness of material conditions contribute to the opposite situation (Moujoud, 2008).  

 
 
While women have always participated in migration, their visibility remains partial: they are often seen as 
dependent, suffering and victims, as protagonists and independent of migration. There is still a tendency 
to consider migrant women as "family carers" of migrating husbands. At a time when many of them are 

                                                             
9 Morokvasic, Mirjana. « L'(in)visibilité continue », Cahiers du Genre, vol. 51, no. 2, 2011, pp. 25-47. 
10 Miranda, A., Ouali, N. & Kergoat, D. (2011). Les mobilisations des migrantes : un processus d'émancipation 
invisible : Introduction. Cahiers du Genre, 51,(2), 5-24.  



 
 

 

entering the labour force of the country of arrival, and when more and more women migrate on their 
own initiative in search of work, the view of their migration remains short-sighted and refuses to identify 
what autonomy there is in their migration processes.  
 
Today, much research is focused on women and migration. On the other hand, multiple invisibilization 
mechanisms continue to obscure much of the existence of migrants, including the plurality of their 
activities. A number of themes related to all kinds of violence of which these women are/are victims have 
become recurrent: trafficking, the Islamic veil, domestic slavery, polygamy, forced marriages. Another 
figure that makes immigrant women visible and has attracted a lot of interest in recent years in research 
is the figure of the domestic worker and care. Migrants replace inadequate social services and paid and 
unpaid work, especially by local women (Morokvasic 2010). However, not all migrant women are 
employed in this sector and the focus on it leaves other work experiences little explored.  Could it be that 
our eyes find migrant women "in their place" in domestic service?  
 
 

PART C – THE DIFFERENT SERVICES AND TRAINING AVAILABLE 
 
In France, the Ministry of the Interior is in charge of issues related to the reception and integration of 
foreign newcomers during the first five years of their settlement in France. It is the only ministry in the 
European Union to have specific resources in this regard. However, beyond the official process, many of 
these integration and reception objectives are part of an inter-ministerial and decentralised logic in the 
territories: through complementarity through funding and association with actors involved in the field of 
lifelong education and training for foreign populations. According to APCE11 (2013), more than 1500 
associations in French territories contribute to the implementation of the reception and integration policy 
for newcomers12.  

According to INED (Institut National d'Etudes Démographiques - Ichou, 2017), immigrants form a 
population with very diverse levels of education and often above the average in their country of origin. 
However, according to INSEE, it is observed that migrants are generally less employed than non-migrants 
in destination countries, and are in fact more exposed to labour market difficulties.  

However, in France, every year, more than 25,000 companies are created by foreigners, 22% of which 
employ employees from the very beginning of their activity. The corresponding percentage for the French 
is 12%13.  In 2017, women created 4 out of 10 companies in France14. In Paris, non-EU migrants manage 1 
in 10 companies. Migrants can receive financial support not only from the banking system, but also from 
their communities, and many support and business start-up schemes have been developed in France 
(Arise project15, 2017). Since 2015, women have accounted for 40% of all entrepreneurs16...   

 
Several services and training courses in the field of the labour market and social integration exist in Paris 
and the Paris region, a number of which specifically target migrant women. Some associations specialize 
in monitoring these groups throughout their socio-professional careers. There are associations that often 
act as intermediaries between "municipalities" and migrant entrepreneurs. Nevertheless, these 

                                                             
11 Agence Pour la Création d’Entreprise, soit l’AFE : http://www.union-auto-entrepreneurs.com/  
12 Projet européen Kaléidoscope, 2017 - www.kaleidoscopeproject.eu/  
13 Source : Afecreation, 2013 https://www.afecreation.fr/cid143706/plus-de-25-000-entreprises-creees-par-
des-etrangers-chaque-annee-en-france.html?&pid=337  
14 Insee première, n°1685 - Les créations d’entreprise en 2017, Janvier 2018  
15 http://www.arise-network.eu/  
16 https://www.adie.org/ & https://www.economie.gouv.fr/entreprises/chiffres-cles-femmes-entreprise  



 
 

 

mechanisms regularly go beyond their mission of supporting creation, because they often manage related 
issues: mastery of the creative tool, French language, administrative situations, prevention of 
discrimination (reminder of the law). Trainers are trained to help entrepreneurs start a business, but they 
also have skills on how to manage intercultural diversity. It is indeed important to restore their 
confidence, especially in the case of refugees, whose lives are in danger or may have been particularly 
destructive. 
 
The condition of being an immigrant involves many difficulties such as adapting to a new environment, 
overcoming cultural shocks, learning a new language, learning the codes of French society, obtaining 
recognition of qualifications or diplomas, previous professional experience, and fighting discrimination 
and stereotypes, among others... (Apur, 2016). As for migrant women who wish to start their own 
businesses, they face particular difficulties related to gender, origin or society in implementing 
entrepreneurial projects in France: they are often oriented towards "feminised" jobs17.  
To overcome these obstacles: several measures exist in France, including:  

Organisation / Statut Objectifs Lieu Programmes / formations 

SINGA18 
- 
Association à but non 
lucratif  

Singa sets up entrepreneurship training 
workshops that aim to enable refugees 
and non-refugees to create projects that 
promote living together and the 
deployment of the asylum economy. 
They have 3 missions:  
Inform → Raise awareness, through 
training, team-building workshops or 
events bringing together refugees and 
citizens.  
Interagir → Singa offers its members the 
opportunity to be connected on the 
basis of common passions and skills, 
whether for language learning or the 
creation of a professional and 
entrepreneurial project.  
Innovate → Socio-economic inclusion 
requires the use of digital technology or 
the promotion of entrepreneurship.  
 

International 
(Paris, Berlin, 

London, 
Quebec, Milan, 

Zurich et 
Bruxelles)   

Among the association's many 
projects, since 2016 there has been 
the Finkela programme19, which has 
supported 3 promotions of 
entrepreneurs with 36 projects in very 
varied fields: art, fashion, culture, 
technology, catering, professional 
integration, consulting, etc...  
There is Finkela Incubator, which 
supports project leaders from refugee 
or host society, whose common 
objective is to change the way we look 
at migration, to promote living 
together and to deploy the potential 
of the host economy. There is also 
Finkela the Accelerator, which makes 
it possible to support the change in 
scale of companies and associations 
with high impact potential, and to 
change the narrative around migration 
through the highlighting of 
entrepreneurial success stories.  
The CALM project (Comme A La 
Maison), is a programme to connect 
refugees seeking temporary reception 
with individuals who have a room to 
accommodate them. The project 
offers an immersion of 3 to 12 months 
in private homes, allowing refugees to 
fully participate in their integration 
projects.  
 

                                                             
17 Cimade, 2013   
18 https://www.singafrance.com/  
19 https://www.singafrance.com/finkela 



 
 

 

ADIE20 
- 
Association d’utilité 
publique 

Adie helps people who are far from the 
labour market and the banking system 
to start their own businesses and thus 
their own jobs, thanks to microcredit. It 
raises awareness, guides and informs 
women about business creation, with 
the organization since 2015 of an annual 
awareness campaign aimed at women. 
 

National Adie's missions are: Finance; Support; 
Contribute.  
For 25 years, Adie has granted 16,000 
microcredits, and finances 1,000 
companies per week! 
43% of the people financed by ADIE are 
women.  
However, Adie aims to reach out even 
more to women, with the aim of 
achieving parity in its funding.  
To do this, Adie: 
→ Raises awareness, guides and 
informs women about business 
creation, with the organisation of an 
annual awareness campaign for women 
since 2015. 
→ Promotes the financing of project 
leaders, with accompanied microcredit 
for companies that do not have access 
to bank credit. 
→ Strengthens support for women 
entrepreneurs, with training and 
awareness-raising modules adapted to 
their specific needs. 
 

RESEAU ALPHA21 
- 
Association à but non 
lucratif 

Associative network for local structures 
offering language training offers. The 
network wishes to create a link between 
the actors involved in learning French 
and supporting migrants.  
 
It was created in 2006 by two volunteer 
French workshop leaders, the 
association Réseau Alpha references the 
French language learning offer in Île-de-
France and offers resources to local 
structures involved in learning French. It 
thus aims to create a link between the 
actors involved in learning French and 
supporting migrants. 
 
 

Parisian region The network makes it possible to 
identify and map the actors offering 
French courses, and proposes a toolbox 
as well as a newsletter relaying the 
information and training offered by the 
registered organisations.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                             
20 https://www.adie.org/nos-actions/pour-les-femmes 
21 https://www.reseau-alpha.org/ + En savoir plus sur le contexte de la formation linguistique des migrants 
adultes en France sur https://www.cairn.info/revue-savoirs-2012-2-page-9.htm  



 
 

 

PART D - ARTISTIC METHODS ALLOWING INTEGRATION 
 

Through the use of artistic media, the aim is to enable participants from a migrant background in 
particular to express themselves, to become aware of how they feel about their migratory experience, to 
express themselves in ways other than words, and to foster resilience. Moreover, because of the language 
barrier, art can therefore become a powerful tool for communication and expression (Lefler Brunick, 
1999). Art makes it possible to make detours in order to stimulate pleasure in learning. When words are 
missing or not enough, art takes on its full meaning. Especially in social work, when relationships are 
codified, art can lead to a better mutual understanding and modify relationships. In groups where 
participants do not share the same cultural frameworks, art brings a common sense, another approach 
where relationships and positions are experienced differently. Art then plays a role as an effective and 
symbolic tool for speaking out, and therefore for self-confidence.  

Below are some examples of structures and devices using artistic methodology:  

 

Organisation / dispositif Objectifs Lieu Méthodes / Forme d’art 

Elan Interculturel  
- 
SELFEE22 
 

The association's artistic 
mediation center invites us to 
explore the intersections between 
art and diversity: how art 
illustrates both what unites us 
between cultures and what makes 
us different, but also how 
engagement in artistic creativity 
stimulates our ability to meet the 
foreigner in ourselves or 
elsewhere. 
 

Paris  The SELFEE project aims to provide 
professionals with new tools to develop 
transversal skills - namely social 
emotional learning skills and digital 
skills - for unemployed people at risk of 
social exclusion. The program will also 
include hands-on training that will show 
unemployed workers how to use these 
skills to seek and retain employment. 

Bleu Blanc Zèbre 

- 

LES LIBRES FILMEURS23 

The Free Filmmakers invite us to 
open up the field of possibilities, 
to create together windows of 
view between French populations, 
refugees and neighbourhoods. To 
achieve this, we rely on the drivers 
of the person (migrant) to build, 
with him/her and in society, 
his/her creative, social, economic 
and innovative integration24. 
Bleu Blanc Zèbre is a federator, an 
aggregator of solutions and 
individuals who refuse fatality and 
act for others, with others. Their 
values are: 

- the action  
- solidarity  
- equality 

National  The association focuses its activities on 
the abundant activity of cultural 
industries, linking image education (in 
the broadest sense), digital 
technologies, audiovisual production 
and internationalized cultural 
cooperation. 

                                                             
22  http://elaninterculturel.com/selfee/ 
23 http://bleublanczebre.fr/zebre/les-libres-filmeurs/  
24 http://bleublanczebre.fr/  



 
 

 

- secularism 
- trust and confidence 
- the refusal of any 

promise 

Les Artistes en Exil25  The workshop of artists in exile 
aims to identify artists in exile of 
all origins, all disciplines 
combined, to support them 
according to their situation and 
needs, to offer them workspaces 
and to put them in contact with 
professionals (French and 
European network), in order to 
give them the means to test their 
practice and to restructure 
themselves.  
"The idea is to provide workspaces 
for artists in exile, to support them 
in the most individualised way 
possible, and to help them with 
their administrative procedures". 

Paris  The workshop of artists in exile 
proposes:  
- A reception and advice area for artists 
- A space of conviviality 
- Artistic practice spaces  on a 1000 m² 
floor in a building in the 18th 
arrondissement of Paris.  
 
The Atelier des artistes en exil 
welcomes about 25% of women. Some 
painters from Yemen and Afghanistan 
have their own studios out of sight of 
men. The number of artist requests is 
increasing. The initiators of the project 
are considering finding even larger 
premises and perhaps creating the 
same type of structure.  

Joe Robertson et  
Joe Murphy 
- 
Good Chance Theater26  
 
 

Good Chance Teacher seeks to 
bring together refugees, migrants, 
local residents, and international 
visitors in an equal space to 
initiate conversations that 
challenge prejudices about the 
very nature of migration  

International Their method is to meet migrants and 
artists around artistic workshops. 
Music, dance, singing, boxing, theatre, 
masks, stunts, mime, circus, juggling, 
fencing, puppets... The program is open 
to the unexpected and the talents of 
everyone.  

 
 
 
 

PART E - CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES  
 
The FemTalks Forum project is part of a complex ecosystem where many factors will have to be taken into 
account. As we have seen, migrant women arriving in France face multiple barriers in their socio-
professional integration path, facing gender stereotypes (assignment to pre-established "roles" in society) 
or origins.  
 
However, 2018 was a significant year both from the point of view of migration (with the Marrakech Pact 
at the political level, for example, or the many services and training courses to facilitate the integration of 
migrants in France as well as awareness-raising measures and the fight against stereotypes and 
preconceived ideas) and from the point of view of gender (with the #metoo movement against sexual 
violence and gender-based discrimination). More and more voices are being raised calling for action 
against all forms of exclusion or misunderstanding. The INSEE or OECD reports highlight the benefits of 
migration and the opportunities for new people who do not share the host society's codes to become a 
source of wealth for the country and its inhabitants. Yet even today, in France, the very word "migrant" 

                                                             
25 https://aa-e.org/fr/  
26 https://www.goodchance.org.uk/  



 
 

 

("Anyone who lives temporarily or permanently in a country in which he or she was not born and has 
acquired important social ties with that country" - UNESCO) is gradually taking on a negative connotation 
in the eyes of a large part of the population: the migrant would be a poor person, without resources. 
From there, everyone has their own position: to welcome or close borders. In fact, it can be observed that 
the question of immigration is now more related to social status than to a migratory journey. And behind 
the question of status is the question of integration.  
 
With the FemTalks Forum project, our objective is to change this miserable view of migration. We believe 
that by allowing everyone to change their perspective, to "move their cultural glasses" and take the step 
of first looking at their own conceptions and values, then another, more positive image of migration can 
be conveyed. This is not to deny cultural differences, nor the fact that many people who have experienced 
migration may have traumas or difficulties once they arrive on national territory, but to avoid an 
ethnocentrism that can be a major obstacle to what is so much sought: living together.  
 
Through the practice of forum theatre, we want to fit into this vision, and not to leave a single story to the 
women who will participate in the experience27.. We are all made up of multiple identities, know-how, 
skills, resources, conflicts, encounters, exchanges, stories... For Augusto Boal, "being a citizen is not living 
in a society, it is changing it".  With FemTalks Forum, we want to identify concrete conflict situations 
experienced by migrant women. Our objective will be neither to bring a message nor to find the right 
answers, but to discover, explore, debate, together. Forum theatre makes it possible to make political, 
social and individual conflicts visible by supporting the voice of oppressed groups or individuals and to 
find possible transformations. By opening the debate, by accepting each opinion without judging it but by 
trying to analyse it, forum theatre makes it possible to focus on the problem and share: when you can 
observe a situation from the outside, you are then better able to analyse (because you have no urgency to 
answer it), you can notice the details, concentrate on your behaviour and draw conclusions (FOTEL, 2014). 
 
Elan Interculturel can count in Paris on many partners to communicate around the project and federate a 
group of women who wish to participate in the FemTalks experience. Within the Grands-Voisins where 
the structure has its premises, 3 residential homes coexist, one of which is reserved for women. We wish 
to create a partnership with them to promote the project and make FemTalks a large-scale project in 
order to finally achieve our objectives: to bring a new perspective on female migration, built with the 
contribution of all, and, why not, to perpetuate the actions of theatre-forum and awareness raising as a 
result of the project at the local level.  
 
 
 

                                                             
27 Conférence de Chimanda Adichie : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D9Ihs241zeg&t=17s  



 
 

 

 
 

INTERVIEWS 
 
 

- ITW 1  
 

The integration challenges that emerged from this interview are for many of them challenges related to 
learning a new language as well as new cultural codes and customs, but also challenges related to 
discrimination, particularly since the attacks or in relation to the status of foreigner, which seems to be a label 
that we keep even if we try to integrate. In addition, non-directional integration is experienced as a frustration 
and then becomes an additional challenge. 

The proposed solutions highlight the importance of seeking refuge from associations and therefore from 
external resources, but also and above all the importance of cultivating internal resources, in particular the will 
to succeed, self-confidence and autonomy. 

Finally, here too, programs and training that can help to acquire the skills necessary for a "successful 
integration" into the labour market and into everyday life seem important.  

- ITW 2 

This interview highlighted the challenges faced by migrant women in their integration, particularly through the 
difficulty of appropriating a new language and understanding new cultural codes and habits. In addition, it has 
led to a reflection on the difficulty for immigrants to integrate if integration is not bi-directional, i.e. it only 
works in one direction, leaving the entire adaptation task to the foreigner.  

What emerges from the proposed solutions is first and foremost the importance of not remaining alone, 
building a network, getting closer to associations in order to get help. External resources therefore seem 
particularly important, but solutions such as daring to reach out to others or trying to step back and analyse a 
situation before taking offence and withdrawing into yourself shows the importance of internal resources, 
which will then facilitate access to external resources.  
Finally, here too, programs and training that can help them acquire the skills necessary for "successful 
integration" into the labor market and into everyday life seem important.  
 

- ITW 3 

This interview highlighted the challenges faced by migrant women in their integration, particularly through the 
difficulty of leaving their comfort zone and not remaining alone, but also the difficulty of understanding 
administrative procedures.  Here, the language is perceived as an asset since it is mastered before arriving in 
France.  

What emanates from the proposed solutions is first and foremost the importance of developing external 
resources, not remaining alone, building a network, however, internal resources seem particularly necessary 
such as having self-confidence, not being afraid of being afraid and seeing your difference as an added value.  
In the job market, it is a question of successfully highlighting one's difference, using one's atypical background 
to stand out from others and also using one's network. 



 
 

 

FOCUS-GROUP 

-          1. strategies for integration 

This focus group allowed us to highlight conflict resolution strategies, particularly through internal resources 
such as laughter, the development of skills, hindsight and the de-dramatization of a situation, but also external 
resources such as friends with whom they can share and from whom they can find help if necessary. 

-          2. challenges at integration 

Many challenges in the integration of migrant women appeared, particularly through their experience of 
discrimination but also their difficulties in becoming familiar with new cultural codes and language. It is also 
important to note this impression that not all the knowledge, know-how and interpersonal skills that they have 
been able to acquire in their country of origin will be highlighted in France and that they could even be 
unfavourable to them. 

-          3. strategies for labour market integration 

Strategies that can help on the labour market and at work include asking an acquaintance to help us produce a 
CV in line with what is being sought in France, giving examples of experiences, highlighting the migration path, 
and learning about French laws. It is also about not remaining alone and silent, sharing when a difficulty is 
encountered and using laughter to dramatize. 

-          4. challenges at labour market integration 

Experiences of discrimination, difficulties with cultural codes and language and the impression that their skills 
acquire in their country or origin are not of any help in France are also very significant when asked about the 
difficulties they encounter in their work or in their job’ search. But also, wanting a child, not having a "French" 
CV, facing harassment. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

 
 

ANNEXES:  
 

1. INTERVIEWS 
 
 

INTERVIEW N°1:  
NAME OF THE PARTNER ORGANISATION: ELAN INTERCULTUREL 

DATE AND PLACE OF THE INTERVIEW: (06/02/2019, PARIS, FRANCE) 

Duration Start :   3:00pm                                                                  End : 3:45pm 

Location Paris – 74 avenue Denfert Rochereau 

Interviewer’s name Léa Cordier  

Language of the interview French 

 

PARTICIPANT  

 Country of origin Year of arrival Age Level of education  Currently employed (Y/N) 

 Tunisia  43  Y (entrepreneur) 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Integration, discrimination 

Main challenges of integration ▪ The language / accent / French expressions 

“It was just the language at first that was a problem, it took me several months to master it, to get to a certain level at least 
to integrate the training. »  

"As soon as you don't master the language well, there is mistrust.” 

▪ Social codes / habits and rules  

“The customs, the traditions, the way we are. We arrive in another dynamic, another container and so it’s really not easy.” 

▪ Distrust since the attacks 

“I see even more distance and distrust towards foreigners since the attacks. And then there are religious stories too. 
Everything is blamed on the foreigner. With the attacks, we see in people's eyes mistrust.” 

▪ French administration  

“Everything that is administrative in France, I'm not going to say it's complicated or uncomplicated, but I compare it to what I 
know. In Tunisia, we do not have such complicated and lengthy procedures. It’s complicated, there are steps, there are 
organizations, CAF, ANPE, Pôle Emploi, make the difference between all this and then use the Internet.” 

▪ The integration of children 

“We also have to manage the integration of children, which is more difficult than adults’, I think.” 

▪ To be considered a foreigner  

“The stranger is already a strange person, it's a heavy word when you arrive. It’s a word that has become part of the French 

FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION - Recording form 



 
 

 

vocabulary. But just this word has importance and meaning. You remain a stranger even when you integrate and move 
forward. And that with a little hindsight, it can be an obstacle too, you're a stranger” 

 

▪ Non-bidirectional integration 

“The difficulties at the beginning is that when you're a stranger, you're supposed to make an effort, but others aren't 
supposed to make an effort. When the stranger makes efforts to get by but also to understand the other and the other one 
does not, it can create frustration. I want to go to others but they don't come to me.” 

Positive findings regarding 
integration programs 

“In the associations in which I have been, there were integration programs, it was an objective because integration is really 
essential. I had meetings,, quite a few visits, exchanges with people who have the same difficulties, women testified to inspire 
us because they had the same background. It was very interesting, almost essential.” 

Negative experiences with 
integrative programs 

 

Missing programs/training. etc… ▪ Set up services to help people with all the necessary administrative procedures  

▪ Cultural references, providing knowledge about the French system 

Experiences of discrimination 

 

▪ Language and social codes at work 

“I left my job as a caregiver because the nurse had given me a job where I had to manage the caregiving team with people 
who were older and more experienced than me and who had been there for 20-25 years and so they did not accept me. I had 
just arrived, I didn't speak French well, I didn't master the codes and so it was too difficult, I decided to leave that and work on 
my own.” 

▪ Distrust since the attacks 

“I see even more distance and distrust towards foreigners since the attacks. And then there are religious stories too. 
Everything is blamed on the foreigner. With the attacks and everything we see in people's eyes is mistrust.” 

Conflict resolution strategies 
exclusion, discrimination) 

▪ Getting closer to associations  

“I got closer to a lot of associations that encourage women, that explain a little bit about the journey, the difficulties, that are 
listening, that give advice, that was very important.” 

“Associations were a resource for me, I would recharge my batteries when I started to get tired, or a little more stressed.” 



 
 

 

“I was lucky to understand that there were associations that helped women and foreigners and I turned to them often, it was 
really a recourse and a relief.” 

▪ Do not focus on obstacles 

“You shouldn't focus on the obstacles of integration, it can't help to think of yourself as a victim all the time. » 

“We always manage it, when we have this desire to integrate, it's true that it's difficult but we shouldn't get stuck on the 
obstacles, otherwise we can't move forward.”  

▪ Do not neglect your own abilities 

“I advise women not to neglect their know-how, to advance through their know-how. This is important, when you master 
things, you shouldn't neglect it.” 

▪ Try to be autonomous 

“You can't depend on anyone. It's difficult but trying to be autonomous, at least in the work, trying to be free in the head and 
in the way we see things, to have our opinion, to say yes or no.” 

▪ Willing/believing in yourself 

“What helped me was the desire to get out of it, because I understood that there are no other ways.” 

“I thought I want to, I'm going to make it, I want to make it, so that's also what I want to do.” 

PROFESSIONNAL LIFE 

Factors, reasons for unemployment ▪ ▪ The language 

▪ ▪ Different cultural codes 

▪ ▪ Discrimination 

Main difficulties in entering the 
labour market 

▪ Different cultural codes  

“Customs, traditions, how we are, we arrive in another dynamic, another container and so it is really not easy to find a job.” 

▪ The language  

“I ask for a job at Pôle emploi, they did an interview, with the few words I knew I understood that he was asking me what I 
wanted to do and I told him everything, clean, wash the dishes... He calls me three days later and tells me that he has a job as 
a “plongeur” for me and I tell him that I can't swim. And he tells me he doesn't understand, that I said I could do anything. I 
tell him I can't save people. And he says to me, "But you save people in Tunisia when you take care of the plates? "It made me 



 
 

 

laugh but at the same time it did something to me because language fluency is essential.” 

Main on-the-job challenges 
(conflicts, salary, etc.) 

▪ ▪ Discrimination 

“I left my job as a caregiver because the nurse had given me a job where I had to manage the caregiving team with people 
who were older and more experienced than me and who had been there for 20-25 years and so they did not accept. I had just 
arrived, I didn't speak French well, I didn't master the codes and so it was too difficult, I decided to leave that and work on my 
own.” 

▪ Stereotypes (being a woman, being North African) 

“The fact that I am a woman, in work, North African or African in general is a problem. They think she is used to being 
“submissive", they do not pay attention that she is a woman like all women and that she needs to exist through her, not 
through her husband, brother or father. So I felt and heard that "after all, you are used to it, you don't have the same 
freedoms at home.” 

▪ Be alone in making efforts  

“In my job it was always up to me, as I come from abroad, to do everything, to integrate and if not, too bad for me.” 

▪ Having a job that does not match our skills 

“The first jobs I found were not in line with my skills but in line with the tasks assigned to women (taking care of the family, 
the house, the household).” 

 

Skills they possess (education, 
experience, etc.) 

▪ Speak several languages 

▪ Training courses  

 

Skills more needed in the labour 
market / or to improve - (What 
training  would they receive ?) 

▪ Speak the language 

▪ Knowing the cultural codes 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

QUOTATION (write at least three quotes) :  

"You remain a stranger even when you integrate. » 

"The fact that I am a woman, in work, North African or African in general is a problem. » 

"Language proficiency is essential. » 

 

INTERVIEW N°2:  
 

NAME OF THE PARTNER ORGANIZATION : ELAN INTERCULTUREL 

DATE AND PLACE OF THE INTERVIEW : (16/01/2019, PARIS, FRANCE) 

Duration Start:   3:00pm                                                                   End : 3:40pm 

Location Paris 

Name of the intervieweur Léa Cordier  

 

Language of the interview French 

 

PARTICIPANTE 

 Country of origin Year of arrival Age Level of education  Currently employed (Y/N) 

 Argentina 2006 41 Master in Psychology Y (director of an association) 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

Integration, discrimination 

Main challenges of integration ▪ The language / accent / French expressions 

“[In Argentina], I had taken some French lessons and so I thought I was bilingual and when I came here I didn't understand 
anything and nobody understood me.” 

“No one understood me and I was so frustrated that I had the impression that no one was making the effort. That if I said 
"maison" ([s]) it was no different from "maison" ([z]). Now with time I realized that it's not the same thing at all, whereas for 
me at the time, it was pretty much the same.” 

“In relation to my accent it happened to me to look for apartments to rent and they said “unfortunately it's already taken” 
and then I asked my husband to call and the apartment was available.” 

▪ Social codes / habits and rules  

“In Argentina it is very easy to study and work at the same time. Everyone works at the same time because the organization of 
time is different. Either you study very early, from 7am to 1pm every day or in the afternoon or evening you choose. And I 
came up with this idea, and so when I got to college in France it was impossible or very difficult to make these hours coincide 
with part-time work.” 

“When I'm in a business meeting in France, I don't kiss, I shake hands, but when I go back to Argentina I kiss everyone.” 

▪ French administration  

“You have to have a credit card, a bank account number and I didn't understand what it was, all that, the importance of social 
security, to register, all those administrative procedures that I didn't know at all when I came here, nor at the French consulate 
in Argentina where I did the VISA to come to France or as a student in the university.” 

▪ Have French friends   

“At first, I didn't have any French friends because I didn't speak French so it was much easier to be surrounded by strangers, 
not necessarily Argentines but rather strangers because if I speak French with a stranger it's easier, everyone makes an effort, 
everyone speaks slowly, the other tries to understand.” 

FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION recording form 



 
 

 

 

▪ Skin colour 

"It's true that my skin color helped me integrate because I don't know how my story would have been if I had been of a 
different color or with different features." 

▪ Non-bidirectional integration 

“Integration is really about something bi-directional, I make an effort, but the other person has to respect me too with my 
little accent, with the way I dress, with my beliefs and values, otherwise it's complicated.” 

Positive findings regarding 
integration programs 

“When I graduated, I went to the employment center and there I was offered a weekly meeting with a coach for psychologists 
who were looking for a job. I was a little skeptical but I went there and it helped me a lot to look for experiences to learn how 
to make announcements, contact possible employers... it helped me to be able to integrate, find a job as a psychologist, it 
opened doors for me. » 

"I went to a parish, I'm not Catholic at all but I saw that there were courses for refugees, I wasn't a refugee either but I went to 
them, I told them I wanted to learn French. I was accepted and as a result I could see the importance of good group dynamics 
and a good learning atmosphere. The trainer really took care of the group, did activities just so we could laugh, just laugh, 
have a good time. It has become a home group” 

Negative experiences with 
integrative programs  

"I joined the Alliance Française, it was very expensive and very academic. And there was no work at all on group dynamics, on 
collective activities it was just learning "Je suis, tu es, il est, nous sommes..." and so I dropped it". 

Missing programs/training. etc… ▪ Set up services to help people with all the necessary administrative procedures  

▪ Cultural references, providing knowledge about the French system 

Experiences of discrimination ▪ Search for accommodation when you have an accent 

"In relation to my accent it happened to me to look for apartments to rent and they said unfortunately it's already taken and 
then I asked my husband to call and the apartment was available." 

Conflict resolution strategies 
exclusion, discrimination) 

▪ ▪ Get help from someone who knows French cultural references 

“I was in Cité Universitaire and in Argentina's house and so I was with other Argentines who helped me make this passage to 
understand a little better the cultural codes here in France, the administrative procedures and all that and so it helped me to 
be surrounded at the beginning by people of the same origin." 



 
 

 

"In fact, Latin American friends explained to me where to look for, where to send applications, how to do it, the cover letter, 
the CV all that." 

▪ Getting closer to associations   

“[Being in associations] is a huge support, emotional and also in terms of information. Being a volunteer in associations has 
helped me enormously to understand how we work in France today, the cultural codes in the workplace that are not the same, 
it allows an exercise without having the pressure, of course you are responsible as a volunteer but you do not have the 
pressure of the employee.” 

“Here in France the network of associations is very rich, it's huge all that we can find so we have to contact associations, send 
emails, go to meeting places between immigrants to get information because that's the key, find resource people.” 

▪ Do not take offense directly and close in on yourself 

“Now that I know the language better, that I understand the nuances, I realize that a different way of pronouncing a word can 
change the connotation of a sentence enormously so it allows me to see things differently. It wasn't just the others who didn't 
try, what I was saying didn't meant anything. Now that I know the language better, it allows me to put it into perspective.” 

▪ Building a network 

“Through the network, I saw that there was a Franco-Argentine association of psychiatrists, psychologists, I went there, I 
volunteered and there I met people, I told them I was looking for work and the information circulated, it helped me a lot.” 

▪ Dare 

“Even if you are told no, it is impossible, it must be your own experience that tells you that. I was told that it was impossible to 
validate my diploma in France, no it is possible. I was also told that it was impossible to set up an association, to get funding. 
And no, it's complicated, but it's possible. So dare, get out of the comfort zone and develop a good network, professional, 
social, emotional.” 

PROFESSIONNAL LIFE 

Factors, reasons for unemployment ▪ Not having a sufficient network  

“Most of the information about the system I got through the Argentines who had been here for quite some time. You have to 
have a credit card, a bank account number that I didn't understand what it was, all that, the importance of social security, to 
register, all those administrative procedures that I didn't know at all when I came here, without them I would have been lost.” 

“In fact, Latin American friends explained to me where to look for, where to send applications, how to do it, the cover letter, 



 
 

 

the CV and all that.” 

▪ Not knowing enough about the procedures for applying 

“If I hadn't been told how to apply somewhere, I don't know how I would have done it.” 

Main difficulties in entering the 
labour market 

▪ Different cultural codes  

“In Argentina it is very easy to study and work at the same time. Everyone works at the same time because the organization of 
time is different. Either you study very early, from 7am to 1pm every day or in the afternoon or evening you choose. And I 
came up with this idea, and so when I got to college it was impossible or very difficult to make these hours coincide with part-
time work.” 

▪ Not having a sufficient network  

“It was my network that helped me to find a job, to get in touch with people.” 

Main on-the-job challenges 
(conflicts, salary, etc.) 

▪ Work that does not correlate with our values  

“My first job was in a luxury store, I hated it, because I was a saleswoman, I had never been a saleswoman in my life, it was 
very fixed on the image, our image, the smile, and everything focused on what luxury was so it was a goal to achieve for them 
and for me it was far from what I was.”  

▪ Having a job that does not match our skills 

“I worked as a waitress in a restaurant thanks to friends. I also hated because there were very rude clients, I know that at the 
same time I was very sensitive because the changes were quite violent in terms of my identity, I was a psychologist back 
home, I had patients, I went to conferences,, and here it  was “table 5!”.” 

Skills they possess (education, 
experience, etc.) 

▪ Speak several languages 

▪ Volunteering 

▪ Experience / Diplomas 

Skills more needed in the labour 
market / or to improve - (What 
training  would they receive ?) 

▪ Have a network  

"It was my network that helped me to find a job, to get in touch with people.” 

▪ Speak the language 

Surprisingly interesting topic during 
the interview     

▪ Questions about the challenges of integration 

“It is important that the immigrant can experience the incorporation of new codes as an enrichment for his identity and not as 



 
 

 

a betrayal of the original culture and that the host society can see the immigrant with his differences as a source of wealth 
and not as an identity threat. The challenges come from both directions.” 

QUOTATION (write at least three quotes) :  

"It is rather the accent that has caused me in some situations to face obstacles.” 

"It is important that the immigrant can experience the incorporation of new codes as an enrichment for his identity and not as a betrayal of the original culture and 
that the host society can see the immigrant with his differences as a source of wealth and not as an identity threat. » 

"Here in France the associative network is very rich, it's immense all that we can find so we have to contact associations" 

 

INTERVIEW N°3:  
NAME OF THE PARTNER ORGANIZATION : ELAN INTERCULTUREL 

DATE AND PLACE OF THE INTERVIEW : (PARIS, FRANCE) 

Duration Start: 11 :10                                                           End : 12 :00 

Location Paris 

Name of the intervieweur Cécile Stola  

 

Language of the interview French 

 

PARTICIPANTE 

 Country of origin Year of arrival Age Level of education  Currently employed (Y/N) 

 Argentina  35 High  Y (L’Oreal Employee)  

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Integration, discrimination 

Main challenges of integration ▪ Going out of your comfort zone  

« When I arrived, the hardest thing was to get out of my comfort zone, to get out of this fear that we all have, I think, which is 
very human, the fear of the unknown, of what we don't know or what requires an effort to go towards the other to build a 
circle in which we feel good, from a somewhat cold environment to a warmer environment where we feel a little more 
surrounded. » 

« I think you have to get out of the area where you stay with your computer and yourself and Wikipedia and go ask people, 
ask questions, which didn't bother me either because it's kind of my nature. » 

▪ Don't be alone 

« It took me time to get into a routine and not feel alone in that routine, trying not to be left to yourself is something that took 
me a while. » 

« I like being surrounded by people who will bring me different things, different ways of seeing the world, different cultures, 
different backgrounds, different nationalities, I find it a richness to have this environment and they all come from very 
different backgrounds whether it is profession, nationality, socio-professional level, everything is very different. » 

▪ The language / accent  

« I went to the French high school in Argentina, I had this chance there, which was a real accelerator when I arrived in France, 
to be able to talk at work. » 

▪ ▪ French administration  

« [The needs I had] to have people explain to me a little bit about the easy ways to access things, whether it was job search, 
education, or just administrative procedures. » 

Positive findings regarding Not discussed 

FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION - Recording form 



 
 

 

integration programs 

Negative experiences with 
integrative programs 

Not discussed 

Missing programs/training. etc… Not discussed 

Experiences of discrimination Not discussed 

Conflict resolution strategies 
exclusion, discrimination) 

▪ Networking, not staying alone 

« I was lucky enough to go to a fairly Argentinean environment in the end, so my immediate network, the one I built quite 
spontaneously, was with the people who also lived in this Argentinean house. So we have to stick together, build the family we 
don't have on the spot, so friends become family. » 

▪ Building an environment in which you feel comfortable 

« Feeling good, feeling comfortable, feeling yourself, I think it's feeling yourself when you're integrated, you want to be 
surrounded by the people around you, you want to interact with them, so it's a way of feeling good. » 

▪ Have self-confidence 

« I think the best advice I've been given so far, which I repeat, and which has been useful to me is to have self-confidence." 

▪ Seeing differences as an added value 

« During my studies I had the opportunity to do a training that was part of my studies, with a French actress. She helped us, as 
it was marketing studies, to talk well, sell products, and we trained in theatre and oral expression. This girl I told her that I 
thought that the fact that I was Argentine, that I had an accent, would be a handicap in my integration, in my success. She 
told me to see the opposite, to see it as a difference, an added value that I would bring. » 

▪ Don't be afraid to be afraid. 

« You have to see fear as something motivating for the future, that is, as an engine, as if it were oil in an engine, or gasoline as 
something that would push me and not something that would slow me down. » 

PROFESSIONNAL LIFE 

Factors, reasons for unemployment ▪ Not having a sufficient network  

« The network was important enough [to find a job]. » 



 
 

 

« It was rather a network of friends, therefore a network of compatriots and multicultural people from Argentina, Italy and 
other countries in France. » 

Main difficulties in entering the 
labour market 

▪ Not having a sufficient network 

« The network was important [to find a job]. » 

▪ Perseverance and targeting 

«  [It takes] perseverance and targeting, that is, when you stand out from the crowd because you don't have the specific 
French diploma or you have a more original profile in quotation marks, as in my case, you have to have an angle in the 
application, in the motivation, in the storytelling that is very precise so that it can echo in front of you, I think it requires a lot 
more work in terms of communication, of the history you have, that you want to build. » 

Main on-the-job challenges 
(conflicts, salary, etc.) 

Not discussed  

Skills they possess (education, 
experience, etc.) 

▪ Have experience in another country 

« But I think that what made a big difference once I was involved in an experience or an exchange, in a job was the fact of 
being Argentine, it made me progress enormously in certain professional circles because around me the management of the 
structures I was able to work with saw it as a real added value. » 

▪ Migration offers a more enriched way of looking at the world  

« I think that the landscape around me in France is not at all the same as in Argentina, more cultural diversity, a different 
history, a different rigour, a different requirement, so all this learning about local codes is a process that is very interesting to 
live through and that has taught me new things and made me evolve on the way I see the world. So I think it's as if wearing 
these years of life in a country that is not mine, has allowed me to wear increased glasses, it's as if I see the world a little more 
enriched. » 

▪ Professional experiences and meetings 

« I think it was more the experiences and encounters I had that led me to my job today. But I strongly believe that everyone 
has the ability to develop skills in a more practical than theoretical way, with professional experience. » 

Skills more needed in the labour 
market / or to improve - (What 

▪ Speak the language 

"I went to the French high school in Argentina, I had this chance there, which was a real accelerator when I arrived in France, 



 
 

 

training would they receive ?) to be able to talk at work." 

▪ Perseverance and targeting 

"[It takes] perseverance and targeting, that is, when you stand out from the crowd because you don't have the specific French 
diploma or you have a more original profile in quotation marks, as in my case, you have to have an angle in the application, in 
the motivation, in the storytelling that is very precise so that it can echo in front of you, I think it requires a lot more work in 
terms of communication, of the history you have, that you want to build. » 

 

QUOTATION (write at least three quotes): 

"I went to the French high school in Argentina, I had this chance there, which was a real accelerator when I arrived in France, to be able to talk at work." 

"You have to see fear as something motivating for the future, that is, as an engine, as if it were oil in an engine, or gasoline as something that will push me and not 
something that will slow me down. » 

"I think the best advice I've been given so far, which I repeat, and which has been useful to me is to have self-confidence." 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

 

2. FOCUS GROUP  
 

NAME OF THE PARTNER ORGANIZATION: ELAN INTERCULTUREL  

DATE AND PLACE OF THE INTERVIEW: 14/02/2019, PARIS, FRANCE 

Duration Start :   6.30 pm                                                                      End : 9.30 pm 

Location Paris 

Interviewer’s name Anna Delenne ; Cécile Stola  

Language of the interview French 

 

PARTICIPANTS DU GROUPE DE DISCUSSION 

 Country of origin Year of arrival Age Level of study Currently employed (Y/N) 

1 Algeria  25 Master’s degree in physics N – Student  

2 Brazil  31 Engineering school (Brazil) and master’degree 
in digital economy (France) 

Y 

3 Tunisia  34 Science in Jussieu  Y  

4 Brazil 

 

 24  Master’s degree  N  

5 Argentina  41 Master’s degree  N  

6  Italia 2018 26 High  N  



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Integration, discrimination 

Main challenges of integration ▪ The language / accent / French expressions : 

C: "When I wanted to leave the cité U and rent an apartment, I phoned to find out if the apartment was available and was 
told, "unfortunately not, I’s already taken by someone". And then I asked my boyfriend who didn't have an accent because he 
had lived here since he was a child, and as if by chance the apartment was available. It was an obstacle." 

HE: "In French, it’s weird to say "pas dégueu" (in English “not disgusting”) for something that is good. We need a dictionary." 

C: "Not long ago I went to a store and said "yes I am looking..." and I couldn't find the word and immediately the person 
started talking to me in English. So I said "no, no, no, no, I speak French I just can't find the word! I have a little accent but I 
speak"" 

HE: "The fact that I am always told that I have a little accent blocks me, I don't speak French as well in this kind of situation".  

▪ ▪ Social codes 

L: "In French you have to say hello, whereas for example if you are late and you want to enter a room sometimes it's not hello 
that you want to say it's "excuse me" and then you'll say hello".  

▪ French administration (carte vitale, residence permit, driving licence, etc.) 

IS: "It took me 3-4 years to get my carte vitale." 

K: "I still don't have my carte vitale, I have the documents, but when I call I am told that my file is being processed."  

L: "I applied for my driving licence at the Police Headquarters, and they took a year to say no, I find it a horrible system 

FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION recording form 



 
 

 

because you don't know what to do, there is a procedure if you are European and there is a procedure if you are not European. 
And I am in a complicated situation, I have my Portuguese and Brazilian documents and my Brazilian driving licence. So I 
didn't know what procedure to follow." 

C: “At the Prefecture, you had to arrive early and at the time I was pregnant and they told me "sorry, ma'am, but there are a 
lot of pregnant women like you" so I had to arrive early because we distribute the numbers and there is a limit. Sometimes 
there were fights and I can understand because it brings out the animal in you because you are in a state of psychological and 
physical exhaustion, it is horrible." 

 

▪ Having French friends (difficult to join a group because you are different)  

IS: "I have the impression that to be friends with French people you have to have exactly the same culture as them, not all 
French people of course, but as soon as you are different it's complicated.” 

C: "In college, I spoke French very poorly and the French already had their friends, their habits and so why make the effort to 
understand someone? It's tiring!" 

▪ The non-recognition of foreign universities  

L: "There are good universities all over the world, but the French don't necessarily know, so that's a problem." 

▪ Overcoming stereotypes  

M: "I have a friend, French, veiled and sometimes, if I don't say anything, people think I'm French and she's not French. 
Because she is not the stereotype of a French." 

IS: "I have already been asked if in Tunisia you travel with camels and the person was serious." 

▪ Having to show that you deserve your place 

IS: "As an immigrant, I have the impression that you have to work harder than French people to prove that you have earned 
your place, so if a French colleague works 3 hours for his project, I have to be in the competition and work 5 hours and be so 
motivated to prove that I deserve my place." 

IS: "I have done internships where I have been remarked upon, "you must consider yourself lucky to get to this stage and to be 
here with us." 

Missing programs/training. etc… ▪ Set up services to help people with all the necessary administrative procedures  

▪ Providing knowledge about the French system, the cultural references 



 
 

 

▪ Make sure that the laws are known  

Experiences of discrimination ▪ Search for accommodation when you have an accent:  

C: "When I wanted to leave the cité U and rent an apartment, I phoned to find out if the apartment was available and was 
told, "unfortunately not, I’s already taken by someone". And then I asked my boyfriend who didn't have an accent because he 
had lived here since he was a child, and as if by chance the apartment was available. It was an obstacle." 

▪ The issue of the veil:  

M: "I heard the story of a 13-year-old girl who was veiled, and they were getting out of the subway with her mother and there 
was someone who came by and said in a very quick way "terrorist" and kept walking. 

K: "Sometimes when I'm on the street there are people looking at me funny. In college too there were people who didn't want 
to sit next to me. I haven't tried to look for a job yet, but I think that at work there are girls who have difficulties too." 

▪ Questions about origins: 

IS: "What is your origin? Sometimes they tell me because of the accent, sometimes they tell me because I'm typical, they do 
that with their hands." 

▪ Stereotypes:  

M: "I think that Brazil have rather positive stereotypes, but the person already has a constructed image, for example Brazilians 
all celebrate. Sometimes it is necessary to prove that I am studying, that I can also talk about complex subjects.” 

Conflict resolution strategies 
exclusion, discrimination) 

▪ Turning conflict into a funny situation 

L: "At first I was really shocked, and angry and now I say to myself I don't care, I prefer to laugh about it." 

M: “She said, "I looked at my mother and we decided to laugh at the situation because in fact the person is lost and doesn't 
understand anything about life so I'm not going to be angry and I'm going to choose not to be angry and I made the choice to 
laugh". 

▪ Do not remain absolutely silent, share your story with people who can help and talk to someone you trust  

▪ Get help from someone who knows French cultural references 

"Having friends who can explain things to us is important." 

"When you are with a French person who really speaks the language, it helps a lot more because you are stressed and you 
don't understand anything so it really helps to have a friend." 



 
 

 

▪ Give examples of your experience  

C: "When I started I was very young and I had this look where I felt I was not legitimate at all but I was always reinforcing with 
examples, it legitimizes for the other." 

▪ Researching rights and duties in France  

C: "It takes you two minutes on google [to look for information about the law] and as soon as you show it to people, they calm 
down" 

▪ Do not take offense directly and close in on yourself / try to understand the intention of the other person  

"What is your origin?": don't take it as an offence, try to understand the intention of the other person." 

▪ Speak well of your native country / show the richness of it  

L : "In Brazil there is a lot of research, there is research on the Amazon, there is very good research and studies. Trying to 
deconstruct stereotypes is important." 

 

 

PROFESSIONNAL LIFE 

Factors, reasons for unemployment  ▪ Being a woman and having or wanting children 

C: "When I graduated and started looking for jobs as a psychologist, in two interviews I was asked if I had children and if I 
thought I wanted children. So I was very naive, "yes why not, not right away but yes" so I didn't get the job. I think that was an 
obstacle as a woman in the field of work." 

▪ The veil  

K: "I haven't tried to look for a job yet but I think that at work there are girls[veiled] who have difficulty finding a job too." 

▪ Have a less attractive CV than French people and less valued than a man 

IS: “Quite simply, your CV is not as good because you are not French, because you have not made your full career in France 
you feel less valued because of that.” 

L: "I was shocked by something, everytime I’m in a meeting and they are looking for a new person for a job, they say "we have 
to find the guy, the right guy." 



 
 

 

“It's true that sometimes I think they won't take me because I'm a woman so I leave my place, at the limit I boycott myself.” 

Main difficulties in entering the 
labour market 

▪ You have to prove yourself and prove that you deserve your place all the time 

IS: "As an immigrant, I have the impression that you have to work harder than a French person to prove that you have earned 
your place, so if a French colleague works 3 hours for his project, I have to be in the competition and work 5 hours and be so 
motivated to prove that I deserve my place." 

▪ No recognition of foreign universities  

L: "There are good universities all over the world, but the French don't necessarily know, so that's a problem." 

▪ Age (prove that you are as credible as someone with more experience)  

C: "When I started I was very young and I had this look where I felt I was not legitimate at all but I was always reinforcing with 
examples, it legitimizes for the other." 

▪ Language (even if the participants speak several languages, since they speak less well French, they are devalued)  

IS: "A friend who was studying with me told me that she was fed up with her work that there was always someone who 
commented on her accent and really wanted to say "but how many languages do you speak because I speak 5 languages". 

Main on-the-job challenges 
(conflicts, salary, etc.) 

▪ Dealing with a superior who thinks we don't have enough skills  

L: “[My boss] was explaining to us how to make a presentation, it's normal, but now it's up to a point where he arrives and 
says "you have to do it like that, put the title on and you're going to take the picture, do you know how to copy an image? » 

▪ Moral harassment  

L: "I have a really oppressive leader who makes inappropriate remarks" 

Skills they possess (education, 
experience, etc.) 

▪ Speak several languages 

▪ Volunteering, civic service 

Skills more needed in the labour 
market / or to improve - (What 
training  would they receive ?) 

▪ Know labour law (e.g. legal permanence)  

▪ Modify your CV "à la française" with the help of the employment department for example  

The atmosphere of the interview: 
les the most exciting questions, 

▪ The atmosphere was really pleasant. The women present enjoyed sharing this moment, and let us know at the end of 
the meeting, thanking us for proposing moments like this. One of them then sent us a message of thanks, telling us that 
it had been good for her to talk to people facing the same difficulties as her, to be able to confide in each other while 



 
 

 

difficult or sensitive topics passing through a lot of kindness and humour! Speaking of the training program and the rest of the project, they all said 
they wanted to be part of the participants!  

 

Surprisingly interesting topic during 
the interview     

▪ The fact that all of them recognized themselves in the issues discussed. Also we enjoyed the "advice" to deal with them, 
the coping strategies, which were sometimes surprising, but also sometimes very funny, even if the subjects were 
sometimes very harsh! We appreciated the sincerity of the discussion and the mutual trust that made it possible to 
make these 3 hours a time of sharing among all! 

 

QUOTATION (write at least three quotes) :  

“Trying to deconstruct stereotypes is important” 

“As an immigrant, I have the impression that you have to work harder than French people to prove that you have earned your place”. 

"I have already been asked if in Tunisia we travel with camels and the person was serious." 

 
This focus group allowed us to highlight many challenges in the integration of migrant women, particularly through their experience of discrimination but also their 
difficulties in becoming familiar with new cultural codes. It is also important to note this impression that not all the knowledge, know-how and interpersonal skills that they 
have been able to acquire in their country of origin will be highlighted in France and that they could even be unfavourable to them. 
It is also very significant when asked about the difficulties they encounter in their work or in their job search.  
This focus group also allowed us to highlight conflict resolution strategies, particularly through internal resources such as laughter, the development of skills, hindsight and 
the de-dramatization of a situation, but also external resources such as friends with whom they can share and from whom they can find help if necessary.  
Finally, avenues for reflection on programmes and training that could help them acquire the skills necessary for "good integration" into the labour market but also into their 
daily lives have emerged, such as the need for training on administrative procedures, French law, French recruitment and French cultural codes.  
 



 
 

 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

Following the research as well as the various interviews and focus groups, we believe it is necessary and 
desirable to propose with the FemTalks Forum project a training system that takes into account the multiple 
identity of migrant women in France.  

Indeed, women who have experienced a migration path, regardless of their country of origin, face multiple 
difficulties that can undermine their desire for socio-professional integration in the host country (discrimination 
based on sex, origin, accent, non-recognition of diplomas, etc.).  

We believe that it is time to open our eyes to the realities experienced by migrant women in France by 
proposing a system that goes beyond the traditional schemes of associative and social support, giving them the 
place they deserve: to be actors in their own lives.  

We were also able to see the interest of forum theatre and the shared desire to create a system that puts this 
artistic tool at the heart of the programme. We are also planning to start preliminary sessions as soon as 
possible to test the tools and propose "test" sessions in order to specify the future activities and the desires of 
each one as for the future training.  

We are not freezing any themes for the moment, even though it appeared during the interviews and focus 
groups that the recurring topics concern in particular the work. Besides its negative impact on one’s financial 
situation, unemployment (especially long term unemployment) has many detrimental consequences to one’s 
mental and physical health, relationships and life circumstances. 

We will focus on how to developp coping resources and coping strategies, that the women who will participate 
to the Fem Talks Forum training will be able to use in stressful situations. The more reources someone has, the 
better she can cope with the negative consequences of unemployment, in this particular case.  

Forum Theatre, as a coping strategy, is a really good way to deal with stressful situations. T.O can help to 
modify the meaning of a situation and evaluate it in a more realistic way, address the causes of the situation 
and find a solution to a problem, or can focus on managing emotions.  

We also believe that going through forum theatre requires first of all to be in confidence with the group, to 
create an atmosphere of well-being. Also create a network, a peer group. This aspect was highlighted several 
times in the interviews and the focus group: the importance of creating a network, feeling supported, being 
listened to and being able to make friends, people you trust, laughing, being able to confide in.  

Finally, in view of the research, interviews and focus group we conducted, it seems important and necessary to 
us to offer the FemTalks training modules to a group of women as heterogeneous as possible! Indeed, the 
network and the sharing of experience were highlighted throughout the research. This is why the more the 
group will be strong in terms of diverse experiences, varied paths in terms of life experiences as well as 
academic or professional paths, the stronger the empowerment process will be, some of which can be enriched 
by the experience of others and vice versa. 

 


